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Abstract 

Under the concept of "Industry 4.0", production processes will be pushed to be increasingly interconnected, 
information based on a real time basis and, necessarily, much more efficient. In this context, capacity optimization 
goes beyond the traditional aim of capacity maximization, contributing also for organization’s profitability and value. 
Indeed, lean management and continuous improvement approaches suggest capacity optimization instead of 
maximization. The study of capacity optimization and costing models is an important research topic that deserves 
contributions from both the practical and theoretical perspectives. This paper presents and discusses a mathematical 
model for capacity management based on different costing models (ABC and TDABC). A generic model has been 
developed and it was used to analyze idle capacity and to design strategies towards the maximization of organization’s 
value. The trade-off capacity maximization vs operational efficiency is highlighted and it is shown that capacity 
optimization might hide operational inefficiency.  
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1. Introduction 

The cost of idle capacity is a fundamental information for companies and their management of extreme importance 
in modern production systems. In general, it is defined as unused capacity or production potential and can be measured 
in several ways: tons of production, available hours of manufacturing, etc. The management of the idle capacity 
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Abstract 

In recent years, the concept of Industry 4.0 has been significantly advanced in industrial circles as an aspect that provides a 
competitive differential. Through the involved technologies, machines can now monitor and relay information on their operating 
conditions for analysis and decision-making, as well as for prompting action. These new functions generally involve the 
development of technological projects and significant investments. This render it expedient to explain why certain systems 
should be monitored, but not others, as well as the use to be given to the data gathered as a way of generating income for a firm. 
This approach is especially important in certain corporate operations, such as after sale maintenance. This article introduces a 
reference framework that permits the effective and efficient develop and management of after sale maintenance services. This 
framework relates after sale service technologies with product technologies (Industry 4.0) and therefore covers the reasons and 
purposes on Industry 4.0 within the ambit of after sale service. 
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1. Introduction 

Until recently, the bulk of the turnover for many capital goods manufacturers was generated by the sale of new 
machines, with their after sale service being an obligatory extra to be provided with the new sale. For these kinds of 
firms, therefore, an after sale service has been seen as a necessary evil and, in short, as an added cost. 
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As a result of the current crisis and the greater difficulties facing the sale of new machinery, together with the 
tighter margins in new sales, this viewpoint has gradually changed, and many capital goods manufacturers have 
begun to consider their after sale service as both a business opportunity for generating recurring income from the 
pool of machines sold and a driver of customer loyalty. 

The services that may be provided at this stage of the life cycle for machinery and equipment are linked to the 
actual servicing of the items sold (e.g., repairs, spare parts, preventive maintenance, and retrofitting), contracts for 
guaranteeing machine availability, contracts on the use of machinery (e.g., renting and leasing), services related to 
energy efficiency, process enhancement, and training, amongst others [1]. 

2. Industrial maintenance reference model 

The following figure (1) provides a schematic view of the framework for industrial maintenance management 
proposed by Crespo (2007)[2]. The aim is to build an equivalent model for after sale scenario, analyzing each phase 
and defining a new one with the new perspective: 

 
Figure 1. Industrial maintenance management framework (Crespo-2007) 

Both scenarios have quite different characteristics and nature. The main characteristic is that industrial 
maintenance is considered a cost while an after sale scenario tries to maximize the incomes trough the maintenance 
activities. This means, making a simple very reflexion, that industrial scenario will try to reduce the amount of 
maintenance while the after sale scenario will try to maximize it, at least until the market says enough. But the 
question was, could we apply the same basic concepts contained in each phase in after sale scenario?. 

In order to identify the equivalence and analyse the applicability between both frameworks, more than 20 
companies with after sale services where analysed. The next section describes the types of firms that have taken part 
in the case studies. The comparison between the reference framework for industrial maintenance [2] and those firms’ 
after sale operations and specific techniques identified in the literature has been used to constitute the reference 
framework for after sale maintenance services that is described later. 

3. Case studies 

Based on the industrial maintenance management framework [2], as shown in Figure 1, and the Maintenance 
Effectiveness Survey [3], a semi-qualitative questionnaire [4] has been compiled for each one of the phases. The 
questionnaire has been designed for use in industrial firms in the capital goods sector to identify those more salient 
differences existing between the approach to industrial maintenance and the consideration of the after sale 
maintenance of the equipment sold, as well as the extent to which after sale maintenance has been developed in 
those firms. 
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